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James brings Cavs back from brink
LOS ANGELES: LeBron James scored 45 points in
another magnificent game seven performance Sunday,
leading the Cleveland Cavaliers to a 105-101 victory
over the Indiana Pacers and into the second round of
the NBA playoffs.

Facing elimination in the first round for the first time,
James was having none of it.  The 33-year-old super-
star, who has now reached the second round in all 13 of
his playoff appearances, produced his third 40-point
game of the series, adding nine rebounds, seven assists
and four steals as Cleveland booked a second-round
clash with Eastern Conference top seeds Toronto start-
ing today.

“I just try to do whatever it takes to help us win. I
felt like I wanted to do that again in this series,” said
James, who is now 5-2 in game sevens in all rounds of
the playoffs. “There’s nothing like a game seven,” said
Cleveland’s Tristan Thompson. 

“Game seven separates the men from the boys.”
With their season on the line after a humbling 34-point
loss in game six, the Cavaliers exploded out of the

blocks. James made his first seven shots and finished
the first half with 26 points, five assists and four
rebounds.

The Cavs pulled down 11 offensive rebounds in the
first half and led by as many as 14 in the second quarter
as coach Tyronn Lue switched his starting lineup to
include all four of his holdovers from the last three NBA
Finals teams: James, Thompson, Kevin Love and JR
Smith. “We started the game with guys that have been
in big games before,” said James, but there was no
doubt that it was “King James” who ruled. James
became the career playoff leader in steals when he
picked off a pass in the second quarter, having entered
the contest tied with former Chicago Bulls great Scottie
Pippen (395) atop the all-time post-season list.

James also became the first player to score 20 or
more points 200 times in the playoffs. “He put us on his
back,” Lue said. “He did it all for us this series.” After
their dominant first half, Cleveland once again saw the
Pacers gain ground in the third.

Indiana took a one-point lead on Bojan

Bogdanovich’s three-pointer with 7:13 left in the third
period and a determined Victor Oladipo scored 14 of
his 30 points in the third.

Cleveland weathered the storm to take a two-point
lead into the fourth quarter, and with James sidelined
for several minutes fighting leg cramps they built the
advantage to nine.

Oladipo’s driving layup cut Indiana’s deficit to four
with less than a minute to play, but James responded
with a layup and Cleveland held on. “I’m burnt right
now,” James admitted after the game. “I’m not thinking
about Toronto right now until tomorrow. I’m ready to
go home. Can we? I’m tired. I want to go home.” The
Cavaliers have beaten the Raptors in each of the last
two post-seasons, sweeping them in the second round
last year.

ROCKETS DOMINATE JAZZ 
But fatigue could be a factor against a Toronto team

that punched their second-round ticket on Friday. It
was evident on Sunday that the Utah Jazz just couldn’t

keep up with the potent Houston Rockets in their
Western Conference second-round opener.

James Harden scored 41 points as the Rockets
romped to a 110-96 victory. Houston connected on 17
of 32 three-point attempts and led by as many as 27
over a Jazz team that eliminated Oklahoma City on
Sunday in the sixth game of a bruising first-round
series.

“We knew what they just went through, how tough
their last series was. “We had a comprehensive rest,”
added Harden, whose Rockets finished off the
Minnesota Timberwolves 4-1 on Wednesday. “So we
wanted to come out here and pick up the pace up-
aggressively get stops and aggressively move the ball,
and we did that.”

Point guard Chris Paul added 17 points, six assists
and four rebounds for the Rockets, who had 16 points
from Clint Capela and 15 from PJ Tucker. Donovan
Mitchell, starting at point guard in place of injured
Ricky Rubio, and reserve Jae Crowder scored 21 apiece
for the Jazz. — AFP

Harden scores 41 as Rockets blast past Jazz 

MOSCOW: Russian football’s anti-racism chief wants
the World Cup hosts to start using fan ID cards at league
matches to combat monkey chants. Ape noises have
turned into one of the most serious dilemmas facing
Russia in the run-up to the June 14-July 15 showpiece.

The incidents have blighted some of the biggest
games played in Russia and aired live on national TV.
The most recent case resulted in defending champions
Spartak Moscow receiving a partial stadium ban last
week over fan abuse hurled at an African player in a
league cup semi-final.

The football federation simultaneously fined Zenit

Saint Petersburg for “Nazi slogans” heard during a
league match against the north Caucasus side Anzhi. And
world governing body FIFA launched disciplinary pro-
ceedings against Russia over monkey chants heard dur-
ing a friendly against France in March.

Anti-discrimination inspector Alexei Smertin said
yesterday the same Fan ID cards being used at World
Cup matches should be applied to domestic Russian
games. Russia first tried out the system with FIFA’s
approval at last year’s Confederations Cup.

“I am in favour of the Russian championship using the
Fan ID system, just as we did at the Confederations
Cup,” Smertin told Russia’s RT television. “There were
no incidents during that tournament. “Every fan under-
stood that if something happened, that person would
have been easily identified.” Each fan getting World Cup
tickets must also apply for a special ID card with the
Russian authorities.

The security services then conduct background
checks with the help of their foreign counterparts.
Supporters’ identities are matched up against CCTV

screen grabs taken when they first enter the stadium.
Smertin said the system would enable the Russian

football federation to start zeroing in on specific offend-
ers instead of issuing blanket penalties to teams. “The
way it works now, the clubs are being held responsible
instead of the fans-and the fans know this perfectly
well,” said Smertin.

The Russian football union said last month that it had
forwarded the names of suspects at the French match to
the security services. The police are yet to take action
and no Russian supporter has been banned from a stadi-
um this year. “We need to introduce personal responsi-
bility so that fans who violate rules start being denied
the right to go to stadiums and support their teams.”

Smertin added that he was working closely with the
Football Against Racism in Europe (FARE) anti-discrimina-
tion network. The London-based group reported 89 racist
and far-right incidents at Russian games in the 2016/17
season. The number was about the same as in each of the
previous three seasons and suggests that Russia’s current
approach was not having the desired results. — AFP
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CLEVELAND: Victor Oladipo #4 of the Indiana Pacers battles for the ball with Larry Nance Jr. #22 of the Cleveland Cavaliers during the second half in Game Seven of the Eastern Conference Quarterfinals during the 2018 NBA Playoffs at Quicken Loans
Arena on Sunday in Cleveland, Ohio. —AFP


